Press release

Schaerer Coffee Soul makes the hearts of
restaurateurs beat faster
The first coffee machine of the new generation unites an athletic yet
elegant design with a number of refined technical features

Zuchwil, 16.03.2016 – With the Schaerer Coffee Soul, Swiss coffee machine
manufacturer Schaerer is launching the pioneer of the new coffee generation.
The 33 centimetre slim fully-automatic coffee machine is based on a newlydeveloped platform and offers advanced technology packed in an athletic yet
elegant design. A true innovation is the patent-pending Uptime! descaling
system, which stands out due to its simple application. In addition, the touch
display has been further developed and the beverage display has a more
attractive design. For milk foam as if it were made by a barista as well as the
highest beverage quality and largest variety of drinks, the Best Foam milk
system is available by default. The Schaerer M2M Coffee Link telemetry system
is available as an option and enables real-time data evaluation as well as
location-independent access to the coffee machine. The Schaerer Coffee Soul
will be available starting in spring-2017 and, with a cup quantity of 180 a day, is
perfectly suited for small restaurants and coffee bars. Furthermore, it offers an
interesting concept for office use.
A new 8’’ touch display for even clearer operation
Whether for operation by staff or for self-service, for example in offices, the 8" touch
display of the Schaerer Coffee Soul behind a generous glass surface with an even
more attractive beverage design will draw all eyes to it. "The design with larger icons
and writing as well as the clear menu guidance enables intuitive operation, both for
beverage configuration and individualisation and for the selection of the desired
beverage", explains Inga Schaeper, Head of Marketing & Coffee Competence Centre
at Schaerer AG. Depending on the equipment and modifications, more than 200
different coffee/milk specialities can be stored in operating mode. The display can be
converted and assigned a quick-selection program for up to 12 beverages for selfservice use.
Newly patented Uptime! descaling system
Not only the design, but also the technical equipment of the Schaerer Coffee Soul will
make the hearts of restaurateurs beat faster. An innovation developed by Schaerer for
the new coffee machine is the patent-pending Uptime! descaling system: It makes
descaling possible at any time by the staff, therefore preventing scale-related
malfunctions. Simply insert a cartridge and leave the machine to descale on its own.
The coffee machine is ready for use again within a very short amount of time - when
the descaling process is started at night, the machine is ready for service first thing in
the morning, meaning it won't interrupt service. Moreover, the Coffee Soul scores
points with an automatic cleaning program for the coffee and milk system. The bean
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and topping hoppers attached to the machine can simply be removed for cleaning. An
automatic locking mechanism prevents the coffee beans or topping from pouring out.
Equipment for the entire world of coffee drinking enjoyment
Thanks the Best Foam milk system integrated by default, the Schaerer Coffee Soul
offers hot and cold milk foam as if it were made by a barista and thereby the highest
quality of beverages when preparing coffee/milk specialities, even at the mid-range
performance level. Another special feature of the Coffee Soul: The milk pump has
been integrated into the coffee machine for the first time so the customer can decide
whether to set up the side cooling unit on the left or the right. Furthermore,
combination with an under-machine cooling unit is also possible. Up to two bean
hoppers with 1200 grams of capacity each as well as a topping container for chocolate
and milk powder can be positioned on the coffee machine. The coffee machine is
compatible with all common cash register and payment systems.
M2M Coffee Link for evaluation as well as remote diagnosis and access
The Coffee Soul can be equipped with the Schaerer M2M Coffee Link telemetry
solution in order to evaluate all relevant data having to do with machine state, product
supply, beverage statistics, extraction times, etc. It delivers information in real-time
and supports the operator in adapting and filling out offers on time or initiating service
or maintenance processes. Furthermore, the Coffee Soul is one of the first Schaerer
coffee machines equipped for bi-directional data transmission. This makes possible
location-independent access, for example to adjust recipes and extraction times or to
start price campaigns on several coffee machines at the same time from a central
location.
Image material:

The Schaerer Coffee Soul is the pioneer of a new
generation of Schaerer coffee machines.
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Image availability
You can find downloadable image material in our media portal press-n-relations.amidpr.com (search term "Schaerer Coffee Soul"). Of course, I would also be happy to
send you the files by e-mail. Contact: nforstner@press-n-relations.ch
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Schaerer AG, Inga Schäper
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Schaerer AG
Founded in 1892 and headquartered in Zuchwil, near Solothurn, Switzerland, Schaerer AG is one
of the world's leading manufacturers of fully automated professional coffee machines and offers the
right solution for any feature or performance requirements. Schaerer AG is internationally
represented by subsidiaries in Germany, Belgium and the USA and by over 70 partners around the
world. Customers all over the world value Schaerer products for their ease of use, the large
selection of beverages available at the touch of a button and the excellent coffee quality. Numerous
innovations, including the revolutionary, patented Best Foam milk system underscore the
pioneering approach of the company. The company's claim of "Coffee comes to life" stands for
creating coffee enjoyment that leaves a lasting impression. With its "Barista inside" motto, Schaerer
combines coffee machine technology and many years of coffee expertise with the skill of a barista:
inside the coffee machines, all details interact perfectly to prepare beverages that are on par with
the hand-made creations of a barista, both in terms of their taste and appearance.
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